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Overview
Business case: The “Skills Drain”
Recommendation 1: Adopt an enterprise
Competency-Based Talent Management (CBTM)
approach.
Recommendation 2: Adopt New World of Work
(NWoW)- 21st Century Skills as the enterprise
foundational competency model to begin the CBTM
implementation.
Next Steps: “Public to Public” career pathway strategy

implementation through the “Board of Governor’s Task
Force on Workforce, Job Creation, and a Strong Economy
Recommendations.”

Business Case:
The “Skills Drain”
PAIN POINTS:
• An inability to clearly identify the
talent needed to fill vacancies
• Lack of data driven recruitment
• Challenges transitioning employees
between departments
• Lack of unified employee
performance accountability in the
workplace
• Reactive, delayed, and disjointed
employment development
solutions

RECOMMENDATION 1:
Adopt Enterprise Competency-based Talent Management Approach:
Provides data driven decision-making to mitigate skills drain
BENEFITS:
•

•

•
•
•

•
•

Empowers the employee in their career enhancement / upward
mobility / professional development.
Provides hiring managers with the ability to filter resumes and
identify the HR talent for the job and develop employees with
a known skill set. This makes the job transition /onboarding
process easier.
Develops state employees with a set of skills they can take with
them to other departments.
Provides a quantifiable reportable set of competencies the
person has obtained or mastered, rather than assumed
mastery of skills based classification alone.
Supports leaning of the project management process by
allowing the enterprise to
seamlessly facilitate inter- and intra- department transfers to
mitigate talent challenges.
Provides the new supervisor with the confidence that their
employees are bringing a certain set of skills with them to the
new job.
Ensure employees transferring to a new department will be
able to take a quantifiable set of skills with them.

Recommendation 2:
Adopt New World of Work (NWoW) Model
21st Century Skills as statewide foundational model

Scaffolded Competencies

Here is how NWoW integrates into the competency
based talent management approach

“in”

“up”

Next Steps:
“Public to Public” career pathway strategy implementation
through the “Board of Governor’s Task Force on
Workforce, Job Creation, and a Strong Economy
Recommendations”
Goal 12. Career Pathways
Develop and broadly publicize industry-informed career
pathways that prepare students for jobs needed within the
regional labor market.

The Strong Workforce Task Force recommends creating pathways and curricula
driven by industry and labor market needs, contextualizing basic skills and workplace
readiness skills into pathway curricula, developing model CTE curricula and ensuring
that career pathways meet the needs of non-traditional students.

Develop and broadly publicize industry-informed
career pathways that prepare students for jobs
needed within the regional labor market.
“Public-to-Public” Pathway Scenarios (Mrizek, 2015)
“Public to Public” pathways are a transformative remedy which
encourages life-long learning and development through
alternative competency based assessments and credentialing such
as: stackable credentials, civil service degrees, micro credentials,
or digital badges.
Through a concurrent enrollment strategy, work experience
students are placed as student interns in civil service departments.
The students receive aligned competency based curriculum (New
World of Work- 21st Century Skills) and are evaluated across both
systems.
As the student explores their civil career option, they are trained
and developed on the common foundational competency model
that prepares the student for hiring, selection, and performance.
In a sense, the student is receiving on-the-job training to secure a
position, which directly aligns to the needs of the civil service
employer.
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